SYSTRAN
Online Services
SYSTRANLinks
The most comprehensive website-localization solution
SYSTRANLinks offers you an innovative and reliable online CMS
platform that lets you launch and manage your localization
projects with unprecedented ease – all from an intuitive centralized base.
In just a few clicks, SYSTRANLinks reproduces, pre-translates
and hosts your new websites. And it gives you a rich range of
user-friendly tools that allow you to constantly enhance your
content and manage the entire localization process more easily.

TOTAL SITE
REPRODUCTION
In just a few clicks,
automatically reproduce
your entire website in
the languages of your
choice.

COLLABORATIVE
PLATFORM

INTUITIVE
INTERFACE

INTELLIGENT
TOOLS

RELIABLE
HOSTING

Fine-tune and revise
translations yourself or
invite professional
translators via a
Cloud-based platform.

Work on your content
in its proper context
thanks to the intuitive
post- editing interface.

Benefit from a wide
range of intelligent
tools, including Pages
Toolkit, Sentence
Toolkit, User dictionary
Toolkit and more.

All your localized
content is hosted with
a high level of
availability and security.

Translate API
Offer seamless translation services to your end-users
SYSTRAN Translate API is a Cloud-based solution that helps developers offer real-time translation of text and HTML
content across a broad range of applications and services.

Key features
• Translation API based on REST (AJAX/http) software architecture and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
• Translation from and to 15 languages (210 combinations between Arabic, Simplified Chinese, Dutch, French, English,
German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish)
• Automatic language detection of any text
• Developer-friendly client libraries and samples, available in popular programming languages, including .Net/Java/Javascript/Python/Perl/PHP/Ruby
• Volume-based pricing model

SYSTRANLinks
Which edition is perfect for you ?
FREE

STANDARD

1

3

Unlimited

Expert

6,000

180,000

1.4 million

11 million

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

6

8~12

>12

99.0%

99.5%

99.9%

PRO

ENTERPRISE

WEBSITE GEOLOCALISATION
Source Websites managed
Total page views per year (only pages hosted by SYSTRAN)
Localized websites hosted by SYSTRAN under SYSTRANLinks.net domain
Localized websites hosted by SYSTRAN under your domain
International SEO compatible

Limited

Automatic extraction (text, links, images, files, meta-data, etc.)
HTTPS Support

HOSTING AND SERVICE LEVEL
SYSTRAN co-branding (through URLs and logo)
Service-availability commitment
Dedicated account manager
Dedicated hosting

MACHINE TRANSLATION
Instant site reproduction pre-translates with SYSTRAN Machine Translation*
Third-party Machine Translation integration (Google translate API,
Microsoft Translator API)
Trained and customized Translation Engine integration
INTELLIGENT TOOLS (PROFESSIONAL , CONTEXTUAL AND COLLABORATIVE)
Translation Management (pages, sentences, images and links)
Review and manage pages, sentences and post edit translations
(Pages & Sentence Toolkit)
Resources images, files and external links on localized pages
(Images & Links Toolkit)
Resources Management (Terminology & Translation Memory)
Create and manage User Dictionnary (User Dictionnary Toolkit)
Source entries (User dictionnary)

500

2,000

10,000

150,000

Translation Memory size (translated segment, all languages included)

750

9,000

150,000

7.2 million

Coming soon

Coming soon

Coming soon

Import and export of Translation Memory
Project Management
Collaboration tools (invitations, task management, monitoring
dashboard, crowd-sourcing, etc.)
Search for professional translator on ProZ network)

* Languages available: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish,
Swedish.

